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V! .l Free Money!!!
Students'
families
invited
to visit BSU
by Melanie Huffman
The University News
October' 2, 1989 Volume X Issue Five
Next tfme you're looking
for a place to secure your
bike, try the fo'untaln In
front of the library. Some
how, some way, a bike
rack found Itsway Into the
fountain. Hopefully, BSU
bike thieves don't know
. 'how to swim,
Brown chooses BSU
by Rob'Gefzln
The University News
BSU's music department hasa
new concert band director. Marcel-
lus Brown has only been working at
BSU for about a month, having
moved to Boise from Moline, Ill.,
where he was an instructor at Au- .
gustana College.
As part of his responsibilities
, at the university; Brown will be
directing BSU's concert band and
. wind ensemble, teaching a funda-
mentals of music class, and giving
private lessons for both the trumpet
and the French hom. In his free a great deal of time working at
time, he enjoys playing the trumpet' becoming an outstanding teacher of
and guest conducting. He will be brass instruments, [particularly] the '
performing ajoint recital with fac- trumpet." He said he has analyzed
ulty organist Don Oakes in the his own playing and found ways of
. Hemingway Center Nov. 17at7:30 overcoming various problems in
p.m.and he will be guest conduct- order to "make. the road straighter
ing for the Treasure Valley Wind' for· those serious about playing a
Ensemble on Oct. 25 in the SPEC .. brass instrument."
Brown said he has been play- Not only docs Brown listen to
ing trumpet "a long time"since the. a variety of trumpet players, he also
fourth or fifth grade. He said that he listens to a wide range of other
wanted to play an instrument even musical styles. He praises KBSU
before that but did not have the - for the "refrcshing" variety of music
opportunity. He was born in Ger- they play and says that he thinks itis
many where his father was a good to listen to a variety of styles.
serviceman and lived there until He said he also prefers living in a
about age eight. At that time he merropolitan area because of the
moved to Detroit, where he gradu- -many listening choices offered.
ated from high school. Music Ies- "I'd like to be instrumental in
sons were not offered to him until helping to move the music depart-
he was 10 or 1L ment so that its program can be
One reason Brown chose Boise equal to or competitive with some
State was that he would not have to of the best music departments in the
lead a marching band. The exten- country," Brown said. "I realize
sive amount o( time involved in that [this] goal may seem lofty, but
such an activity would prohibit him I was genuinely excited to find the
from being able tocontinuepractlc- nucleus ofpcople in the music
ing and playing the trumpet, he said. , department interested in pursuing
Over the years, Brown' spciIt a the same goals ...
Mqrcellus Brown
For the first time in 10
years, BSU is sponsoring a
Family Weckend. The event,
which will take place Oct. 7--
8, was scheduled to occur in -
conjunction with The Year of
the Student.
Dr. Dav.id Taylor, Vice-
President of Student Affairs,
said he wants the event to
.focus on students and to
emphasize. the idea of com-
munity ~tBSU.
. Taylor said the office of
Student Residential Life
mailed out thousands of let-
ters from President John
Keiser inviting parents of stu-
dents 21-years-old or younger
to join in the activities.
Keiser will welcome the
parents to the university at the
pre-game barbecue. Satur-
day and will make it. short
speech about the importance
of students. Members of the
BSU Blue Thunder marching
band will perform at the bar-
beeue. The cost of the barbe-
cue is $3 for adults, and $2 for
children under 10 and will
take place from 4-6 p.m. on
the lawn by the Student Un-
ion.
For further information,
contact David Taylor at 385-
1418.
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Debate coach maKSS."Most" out of program
Construction Club wins award
This years' team is young'
and talentedMost said. He re-
cruited first year students
Shawna Dunn fromGonzaga;
C. J. Martin from Cornell and
Kim Evans from Smith Col-
lege.Cyndy Spidell, formerly
ofCentennialHighSchool,was
a .national qualifier in high
school forensics (speech and
debate). Freshman Jennifer
Hinckley is a walk-on com-
petitor from Centennial High
School.
. S!:'phomorcs!CCruitedon
campus include T, L~tutter,
Michelle Moore and Stacy
Dunn. Most said he managed
to nab transferring students
Pam Cooper from Carrol Col-
lege in Montana and junior
Steve Aubreyftom Dixie Col-
lege in SI. George, Utah.
Most said six experienced
competitors have returned this
fall.led by seniors SteveMoser
and Dan Perata.
New Social Security laws
require numbers for kids
ages two or older
WhenMarty Mostbecame
the speech and debate coach
last fall, he had nine students
on the team. One year later the
team has grown to a respect-
able 29 members.
Most said last year's team
. was small because of confu-
sion about the coaching transi-
tion and doubts about the fu-
turo of the program.
basedonovetallactivitiesfor1988. were previously restricted to the
Last year the Construction Man- ward because of their wandering
agcrnent Club participated in over nature, to get outside. The student
30 separate projects, most notably constructors put up a six-foot
the construction of a 4,000 square- wrought iron fence, wide sidewalks
foot park for Alzheimerspatients at to accommodate wheelchairs and
the Boise Veterans Administration parkbenches. The clubplans toadd
Hospital, and the replacement of . a gazebo this year. The IdahoAGC
the Reserve Street bridge. donated all the materials while stu-
TheReserveStrcetbridge proj- dent constructors provided the la-
cct assisted BSU directly because bor and coordinated the project.
fire trucks had to make time-con- Construction management is a
suming detours around the previ- four-year baccalaureate program
ously closed bridge while en route which combines engineering and
to BSU, according 10Gabert. He business studies. BSU's program,
said the bridge was sponsored by although small, has consistently
members of the IdahoAGC inorder been rated one of the best in the
tobringattentionto thestate'scrum- country.
bling infrastructure. The AGC Gabert said there is a nation-
sponsors paid for the entire project, wide drive for more construction
which Gabert said would have cost managers. "Colleges and Univer-
approximately $iOO,OOO if done by sities arc only graduating about 10
private contractors. percent of the construction manag-
The park at the VA Hospital crsthatnrcgolng tobcncedcd in the
allows Alzhcimcrs patients, who future," he said.
by Loren Petty
The University News
be used as evidence of both age and
citizenship for a person born in the
United States. For a foreign-born
individual, a foreign birth certifi-
cate and U.S. immigration docu-
ment can be used to establish age
and lawful alien status.
Evidence of a child's identity
can include daycaro and medical
records, insurance policies and
certain other documents.
These documents, along witha
completed. application, can be
mailed ina pre-addressed envelope
which will be sent to you when you.
call for an application form. Once
thedocumentshavebeen examined,
the Social Security office will mail by Loren Petty
them back to you and issue an SSN The University News
card for the child, usually within
two weeks. BSU's Construction Manage-
.' .Individuiils are urged to get- mcnt ~Iub, otherwise known as the
Social Security cards for their de- ASSOCiatedGeneral Contractor's
pendents before they file their tax (AGC) Student Chapter, won first
returns next year. place in the Outstanding AGC Stu-
dent Chapter contest this spring,
according tofaculty adviserMarvin
Gabert.
Gabert said the award was
Next year when you file your
taxretum, youwillneed to show the
Social Security Number (SSN) of
any claimed dependent age two or
older.
. According to Michael J. Mid-
dleton, Social SecurityManager for
the Boise District, this is a require-
ment of the Family Support Act of
1988,enacted byCongress last year
to reform the welfare system. It
amends previous Federal law (Tax
Reform Act of 1986) which re-
quired that taxpayers show theSSN
on their returns for any claimed
dependent age five or older.
According to Middleton, un-
der this new law. it is estimated that
. at least half the children aze two
through fourwillneed SSNs.Many
children already have SSNs for
savings bonds or other financial
transactions by the time they reach
age one.
A person applying for a child's
number for a child will need evi-
dence of the child's age, identity . Anyone age 18or older apply-
andU.S. citizenship or lawful alien ing for an original SSN must apply
status. Apublicbirth certificate can . inperson at a Social Security office.
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OFFICE WITH A VIEW
.The PeSolcsCorps Isan exhilarating two year ex-
perience that will last a lifetime.
.W~rking at o protesstonol level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique'
-experlence in the developing world. .
International firms and ·government agencies value
(he skills and knowle~ge mastered during Peace Corps
servic~. . . '. '
. INFORMATiON BOOIH:
. Mon.-Wed., Oct. 2-4
10am-3pm, Booth 5, Cafe sectiOn
SPECIALSEMINARS:PUBLICINVITED
(All seminars take place In the Teton Room.)
Moo" Oct, 2, Noon - 1:OOpm
. Film "Let It Begin Here"
7:00 - 9:'oopm, Film "Fate of the For~st"
Tues" OCt, 3, Noon - 1:OOpm .
"Peace Corps Impressions", Slides. dlscussloo with former volunteers.
7:00pm - 9:00pm
"Opporfunltle,for Educators"
SCHEPULEPINTERVIEWS:. .
Oct. 17-18. Sign up In advance ~ the Career Planning Office.
Peace Corps "
The Toughest Job Y<;>u'llEver Love. '
-----~------:--;------.....--.....,..-----------------------....,....-,-------------:------------------------:"--"
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ArtIs Commission selects Messer
as Idaho's next Writer-in-Residence
by Melanie Huffman
The University News
Idaho's new Writer-in-Resi-
dence has been chosen by the Idaho
Commission on the Arts. Neidy
Messer, a BSU graduate with a
'Master of Arts degree in English,
submitted her poetry and was cho-
sen as recipient of the award. Messer
said she has been writing poetry for
the last five to six years. She writes
"mostly about people and shared
human experiences that explore the
inner landscape of the individual."
Messer saidjudging of the sub-
mitted material is done on a no-
name basis to insure an unbiased
vote. The judges were from Idaho,
Washington, Texas and New York,
and included three former Writers-
in-Residence.
Messer teaches English com-
position classes at BSU and is hop-
ing to have the help of an intern next
semester when she begins her term
as Writer-in-Residence. She will be
required to make 20 appearances at
high schools, universities and other
organizations of her choosing over
a two-year period. These appear-
ancesentail workshops, poctryread-
ings and discussions. For her time
and effort, Messer will receive
$10,000 and all travel expenses will
be reimbursed.
Messer said she is putting to-
gether a book of poetry which, if all
goes well it should be completed
within the next six months, She
said she is planning on pursuing her
doctorate degree ill a few years but
at present, she said her hands are
full with teaching, writing, raising a
family and preparing for her term as
Idaho's next Writer-in-Residence .. ,
TheirrUckusand flutter
wake us In the mornings
tooearly,Qndlt~lnk
ot pltchlngt~~lYlafast shoe~
Ourc::h!!drenextend a ladder
to the I'lost,count . .
five.:dappledeggs.
Dayslatel'w.ehear.. .'
a chorusof peeps and trills. ,
notice the eat .•.......'.. '. . ~.
hunkered nearby..Thechildren chase he.'
away, butJustastheyleave .'
she returns..One by onesh~ends
, themaldenfllghtoftheyo\jng starlings:
After finding the first , .•..••.• ..••. ..
tuftsof ftlatherorid bone> .'•....
'noonenientions thebi~dsagaln.
The.chllcire.l'l.quietly swe~~them
Intoa shoe box. < " ........•...' ...•.....•." ...•.•.... '._
and I.watch thelrburlalceremony~ the.way
:small handsstruggleagalost '. ...
'·thewelghtof~hovel. and earth.
UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents
342-6805
1416 W. Franklin Slroot, Bols8
All aorvlcaa conlldonllal
SETS START AT $25.00
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Saleh Lunslrum/The Unlve,,1Iy New.
.Comporlnq apples with oranges at the Farmar's Market.
The last Farmer's Market of this season was held
, Sept. 27 at the GJove downtown.
Soviet Union tour set for Jcnuory
BSU students can experience
glastnost first-hand when Phoebe
Lundy leads a study tour of the
Soviet Union this January. The 17-
day tour begins Jan. 4 and travels to
five Soviet cities, returning Jan. 21;
"It's a good chance to apply
your knowledge," Lundy said.
"Traveling with someone who is
experienced is better than going on
your own because you see a lot
more of the country .~' .
Lundy, who teaches RUSSian
history at BSU, is a veteran traveler
to tile Soviet Union and this marks
the 10th year tJ18tBSU has spon-
sored a trip to Russia.
The trip will include visits to
cultural events, museums and even,
tile famed Russian circus. There
also will be opportunities to mix ..... ---------------------.,
with the Soviet people.
"It seems that since the Reagan-
Gorbachev summit, each Russian
citizen would like to have their own
by Dave Thomason
The University News
'?tompsOn.s.'HC.
1707 Broadway
344-5180
GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOANS
AVAILABLE
summit. They wantto walk arm-in-
arm with you down the street,"
Lundy said.
The tour will go to Moscow,
Leningrad, Kiev, Thilisi and Yere-
van, giving travelers a chance to
experience' some of the different
ethnic regions.
"It is a, very cultural country.
We went to art museums, the ballet,
we went everywhere," said Dcanah
Messenger, a graduate student who
wenton a previous trip to the Soviet
Union. "We were given the key to
the city. They tried to make lIS feel
at home," she said.
Messenger said there are a lot
of misconceptions about Russian
life. She didn't see the infamous
food lines and was surprised at the
overwhelming friendliness of the
people. She was often invited to,
people's homes.
"I expected animosity, I got
none. If they are going to kill us, it
would be by feeding liS too much,"
she said. "These people are not the
enemy,"
The trip costs $2,992, which
includes air fare and all expenses.
Students going on the tour can sign
up for three academic credits in
Teacher education or history at no
extra charge.
11,e trip is open to everyone but
BSU will need travelers' passport
numbers to' obtain tourist visas.
Passport applications are available
from the International Programs
office, travel agencies, or the pass-
port office at Boise's main post
office.
For more information contact .
the International Programs Division
of Continuing Education in Room
247 of the Iibrary,orcaI1385-3295.
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'The Array of the '80's
edancersmusicfoodfencingmanelinedancer
elinedancers musicfoodfencing manelineda
The Last
ORGANIZATION FAIR
of the 1980's
Wednesday, October 4th
, in the Quad
(Between Admin. & Business Buildings)
Rain Date October 6th
Ani<ninn- ~ _ ',- - - - .- .. - - --------------------~-·---F..-. --- - --
You eat like a pig! '.
There really isn't much choice. Once you leave the realm
of Marriott foodservice, a bastion to healthy consumption, all
that is left is a troubling assortment of junk food vending
machines.. .
There was a time when people noticed how much crap
they ate. Dubious scientific accomplishments were making
possible entire new forms of preservatives and edible addi-
tives. There was a dramatic shift in the way people ate, the
time they set aside, and the foods they preferred.
A generation laterwe have become numb to a vended diet.
Ever since junior high, breakfast has been a Coke (now
updated toDiet Coke, h~ lunch a Snickers bar and Doritos
for dessert. We hardly t11f1chat finding coin-op, pre-popped
popcorn ora machine that does nothing but make little cups of
french fries.
However, that leaves the enlightened eater (pronounced: .
health food nut) with no options. Common staples such as
milk, fruit and juice are not to be found on campus after the
Union Street Cafe closes its doors. Experiments with vending
fresh foods have failed because we, the consumers, are busy
buying six-packs of Oreos instead.
The campus, in this case Marriott, should provide better
access to fresh, healthy foods. That means creating a cart that
can access distant parts of the campus. That means adding a Chrlstl F d
juice barto the renovated SUB cafeteria. That means giving O· .....ur not-so-· rlstlan ouru ers
students options other than choosing their sugar-fix.
Page4 October 2, 1989
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Coffee, Coke or Coke?
Ads we'd like to see •••
Help wanted: football coach. Successful candidate must
be: charming, charismatic, well groomed, active in local
advertising and .commerce and politically correct. Please
apply atthe Office of the Mayor, Boise, Idaho.
The myth of Columbus
A week after this paper hits the stands, Oct. 9, is Columbus
Day in America. We are taught from a very young age all o:'
the things we are supposedto know about Christopher Col um-
bus-that an Italian seaman landed in New.Jersey, pounded ~
flag into the ground, had lunch with the natives (mistaken foi
natives of India), opened a deli and went hoine.
However, the legend of Columbus pales under scrutiny. It
is already known that he didn't actually discover America but
a sunny appendage to it-the Bahmnas. On ·later voyages
(after he sail~d th~ ocean blue in 1492) he bumped into Haiti,
Cuba and even Panama. Amerigo Vespucci, a slightly more
enlightened mariner, .landed on what was to become this
country and had a hunch that it might not be China!
So· why don't Caribbean nations celebrate Columbus
Day? Because he did not actually discover them. In fact, he
did not discover anything. He introduced feudal Europe to the
"savages" of the West Indies and the Americas. Not being
content with introduction alone, he decided to enslave the
native population. The settlements on Hispaniola (Cuba) and
other islands evenlually enslaved or butchered all the natives
not killed by import~d European disea·ses, e.g. venereal dis-
ease and small pox. ..
The celebration of Columbus Day is glorification of an
element in our past of which we should not be proud. It is an
example not only of the nasty, bnltishness·of the 15th century ,
but the horrible consequences of the conquest. The obser-
vance of this holiday should be replaced by something that can
actually be celebrated. Many employers are giving their
workers the option of observing Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
birthday instead. .
Not a bad idea.
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. "During almost IS centuries the He never professed any Christian
legal establishment known as dogma. Episcopalian BishopWilson
'Christianity' has been on trial, and described Washington in these
what have been iLSfruits, more or words: 'He is only a Unitarian ... if
For nine years Itaught Com- less. in places? Pride. indolence, he is anything.:" Wrillen in his
parativc Religion at the University ignorance and arrogance in the Trealy of Peace and Friendship arc
of Puget Sound in Tacoma, Wash. I clergy. Ignorance. arrogance and these words:"The government of
became increasingly appalled auhe servility in the laity, and in supcrsti- the United Stales is not in any sense
religious illiteracy of thestudents, lion, bigotry and persecution." founded on the Christian religion."
many having come from churches John Adams: "This is my reli- Thomas Paine: Who .gavc us
and "Sunday Schools" where obvi- .gion. joy and exallation in my own the name, the "United Slates of
ouslynothing had happened in the America." ..When I see throughout
previous 18years tocnlighten them. that book called the Bible, a history
Their ignorance was simply beyond ********** of the grossest vices and a collcc-
belief. It was like in the area of lion of the most paltry and con-
religlon.including Christianity.thcy tcmptible stories, I would not so
had undergone a frontal lobotomy. dishonor my creator by attaching
This lack of education was a His name to that filthy book."
maucr of special concern in the Benjamin Franklin: "Chris-
discipline of American history. tian dogma isunintclligiblc.I never
TIley were. even as you and I. citi- attend Christian assemblies."
zens of this country and as such . Abrnham Lincoln: Even .
should certainly know the religious lhough nOl a Founding Father, a
philosophy of our brilliam Found- gianl of American history. "I havc
ingFathers whopulourConslillltion never uniled myself to any church.
and Declaralion of Indepcndence I fimIChristiandogmaabsurd." His
togelher. None. I repeat, none, of wife said, "My husband is not a
our Founders were even remolely Christian, but is a religious man, I
"Christian" doclOnes. The Bible lhink.... '
was nOlhing bulliteralUre to them. TIle weBs of deep; enriching
God was nOl a "pcrsonal" IT "oul and profound religion ran dccp in
lhere." .bUl always an impcrsonal ·lhese men, bUlthey all found oltho-
"provie\ence" or"naturesgod." And ' . dox Christian doclOnes and dogma
Jesus was nOlhing otheohan a ********** comicalandabsurd.TheyfoundtJlc
wandering leacher. I'll use lheir clergy disgusling and repugnant.
own words La give you the flavor of _-:-_~=---..,.---'-____ They looked upon them as chad
dleir thought . exislence.So go· ahead and .howl tan~ and frauds. TIle next timg yo
Thomas Jefferson: "TIle day .and snarl, you Calvinistic minislers. hear soineonestart talking abou
will come when the 'divinily' of who say I am no Chrislian. Whal . our "Christian"Founding FatJlcr
Jesus willbc classed as II fable. I fool could even fall viclim to the lie . and' the "Christian" origins ,of thi.
. have examined all the known supcr- lhalthree equal one. and one Cquals nalion; you can blush with embar
stitions of the world and I do not three and yet the llJr(~eare.not one. tassmentfOrlhem. You ca!'!alsosc
find in our supcrslition of Chrisli- The trinily is absurd," them slmight, in the inleresl ~
anily one redeeming fealure," LeSl George Washingon: Refused somelhing called "honeslY" .., an
you forget, Jefferson' gave us our to even. Lake communion, looking "inle~rity,"
.Declaration of Indepcndence. upon it as pure supcrstition. He Rev. William Ede/in is a pastor at
James Madison: The father of refused lO kneel or.rccile lilurgy tile Congregational Church in
our Constitulion and-Bill ofRighLS, whenallendingchurch with his wife. 'McCall. .
by Rev. William Edelln
SpeclaltoThe University News
,Letters Policy' .
Letters to TheUniversity News are acceptedand encour-
aged. We reserve the rlght to edit for grammar and.
Ilb~lous content. Letters must be typed. double-spaced
and Include your signature and telephone number for
verlflcatlpn. Maximum length for letters Is 250 words.
Letters submitted without phQne nUl'l')bersand signa-
tures wUlnot be printed. AI.lletters submitted become the
propertY of The University News. ~ ,
~;;;.~~~r;·~{lnini nn
officlalhollday. - __ . - - -- - - - __-=========..==t..----...:'..::-~:..-F----------------~---------------------------
Don'ttreadon me, cont.
The University News
by Rick Overton
i The University News
Make no mistake, I am a bike
rider, and I have treated more than
one pedestrian like a pylon. But
when I get off of my bike and try to
walk on this campus it scares the
hell out of me.
To beginwith, University Drive
i-looks and sounds like the Meridian
i Speedway. Hasty cars don't stop at
crosswalks. A woman was hit scv-
j eral years ago crossing the street (in
I broad daylight) in front of the
i-Administration building. She suf-
fered brain damage and is perma-
nently disabled.
After the Broadway-Chinden
connector is done (and Lincoln
, Street is repaved, and Boise Ave-
nue is widened, and the Cold War is
over, and the check is in the mail,
and ... ) the "plan" is to tum
University Drive into an avcnuc-c-
slow, safe, speed bumps, trees, wide
grassy median, two-Ianes-a pain
in the ass for cars. When the city
gets around to it, in the next millen-
nium, the campus will have a few
entrances that lead to major parking
areas at both ends (Broadway and
Capitol) and in the middle (Lincoln
and Chrisway).
Until then, Ijaywalk; motorists
In search of
the virtuous
pedestrian
don't know or care where cross-
walks arc anyway; I don't think the
campus police even know. We
should be able to cross it at any
point without fear of yuppies racing
from the Parkcenter Club to the
Piper Pub. The street, however, is
only half the fun.
The sidewalks have their own
assortment of automotive rene-
gades. Most annoying are the cam-
pus maintenance grunts, racing
around in electric go-carts with
shovels and pipes dangling out the
back. Do they avoid the quad at
class breaks? Noooooo! Do they
steer clear of students on sidewalks?
Only if you feel likeplaying chicken,
and you'll probably lose. Marriott
shares the guilt here. Their turbo
golf cart GT has been spotted ca-
reening around corners on two
, . wheels between the Riverview Deli
and the SUB.
A recovering Marxist who I
know and like (sec "What Pat
Thinks," pageS) has described traf-
fic as a class struggle. The proletar-
iat (campus maintenance) feels
repressed by the decision of the evil
bourgeois (student) to populate the
sidewalks. The proletarians, he says,
have been known to abduct lone
stragglers at night and submit them
to the agonizing torture of endless
Bigots and the budget
by Dave Kennedy
The University News
On Sept. 22, the bigots came
out in force in the SUB Lookout.
Senate Bill I/~ "ASBSU's Assis-
tance in Idaho's Centennial Year
Celebration of Dr. Martin Luther
King" was under consideration by
the Budget and Finance Commit-
tee. I came in late, having had other
obligations, and saw no one in the
room who would possibly be against
the bill principle. However, the
nature of the discussion and the
time spent indicated that someone
had made someone else angry.
The committee was discussing
postponing action on Senate BilI 1/3
while the Martin Luther King Day
Celebration Committee worked out
what Senator Curtis Osterloh called
"holes" in the budget that accompa-
nied the bill. That budget was, at
best, preliminary, and at worst
lacked forethought regarding the
problems that can plague such a
program. For a project that had
been in planning since last January,
I thought the budget was simply
inadequate. .
My own opinion was that it
showed a lack of experience in
producing such an event, For in-
stance, it allocated no funds to fly
the keynoters and other out-of-town
committee's concerns and clarify
things within his own committee.
But the bigots would have
nothing to do with such a reason-
able course. Defined in the Ameri-
can Heritage Dictionary as "rig-
idly devoted to their own group,
religion, race, 'or politics and are
intolerant of those who differ," these
people rise quickly to anger when
their agenda seems threatened by
reasonable discourse. In this case
they responded to questions about
their ,planning by questioning the
motives of the individuals on the
speakers to Boise and house them senate committee who dared to ask
while they arc here. In addition, the exactly what the students would get
celebration committee spokcspcr- for their money. The discussion
son, Eric Love, could not give satis- from the gallery soon degenerated
factory answers to questions.about into personal attacks on people in
the availability of a satisfactory the senate who take their jobs seri-
hall-cither the Morrison Center or ously enough to consider the consc-
the SUB Ballroom-for the turn quences of failure.
out he expected. When asked if he In this ease they were looking
wouldaddrcss thcscquestions later, at a project that was gravely un-
he indicated that he saw no problem. derfinanced for its goals. The pro-
with postponement. One to three -poncnts in the gallery accused sena-
weeks would give him ample op- tors of latent racist and "anal rctcn-
portunity to satisfy . the senate tivc" personalities. Shrill appeals
"graphic homosexu~1 scenes of
, sado-masochism" or "photographs
of a crucifix submerged in urine."
You say, who am Itojudgc.or
for thatmatter, anybody in the House
or the Senate, as if to say that one
needs to be an artist, or at least a
connoisseur of, to judge what isand
is not art.
It's frightening to imagine that
artistic "stardom" isbutajaraway. Kezar is a junior philosophy
To think, that if I were to urinate in major at BSU.
Second thoughts 'on shock art
like mind-set, believe it to be an
infringement upon First, Amend-
ment rights for the government to
cease the funding, of "obscene and
. I write in response to Will indecent" art works.
Spearfllan'sarticle"Ar!istsBeware" The controversy lies in part in
(Sept. 25). the recent federally funded grants
It seems, as described by Mr. awarded to two photographers:
Spearman, that I too, along with the Robert Mapplethorpc, whose ex-
good Senator Jessie Helms, fall hibit included graphic homosexual
under the heading of one of those scenes of sado-masochism, and
"zealous individuals bent on taking Andres Serrono, whose work in-
away First Amendrnentrights." Let c1uded photographs of a crucifix
me from the onset dispense with submerged in his own urine. The
such nonsense. It would appear that, ' American. tax-payers footed
those who hold that view have $45,000 to help promote these
confused, or rather are ignorant of, . "artistic" works. Tax-supported
the real issue at hand, as so often pornography if you will.
occurs when one speaks before they A federal grant is not a blank
think. . check for one to do with as one
, Republican. Senator Jessie pleases. There arc rules, guidelines
Helms has written legislation tooffer and criteria that must bemet to even
a ban on federal art subsidies that get,such funds. So to suggest that
"promote, disseminate or produce one has free reign with these mo-
obscene or indecent materials." nics is ignorance to the eore. In like
; Briefly recapping the issue manner, to say that the Helms
'under dlseussion, it seems that Mr. amendment is a violation of one's
Spearman, the ACLU, and others of First Amendment right to freedom
by Jeff Kezar
Special to lheUnlvetslty News
of expression is foolishness. It is
quite the opposite; such an amend-
mentis an exercise of moral and
fiscalresponsibility. I am not sug-
gesting that works, such as men-
tioned above, cannot be produced,
for that would be a violation of the
First Amendment, but rather, that
when tax dollars are spent, we the
lax -payers have some say as to how
and on what' that money is spent.
So, Mr.· Spearman, you may -
photograph, draw, design, cut,paint,
carve,eteh any obscene, indecent,
crude, dirty, filthy, rank or raunchy
thing you want! And on top of that, ,
you ean even call it "art," but that's
your problem, and your right. Suf-
fice it to say, that if! wish notto pay
for your coloring crayonsc your
freedom of expression has hardly··
been violated. So let not the issue
be confused, it has nothing to do
with the First Amendment. The.
issue is what isand is not art. Granted
that is not an easy question; how-
ever, mayI be so hold as to suggest
that th~ is nothing artistic about
Death Valley Days re-runs ..
That has nothing to do with
anything and I'm sorry I even
brought it up.
As if it were not enough that
homicidal motorists and classified
employees were aiming at us (thank
God there aren't many skate-
boarders), weare trying to kill our-
selves. Picture if you will Joe Dude,
weekend warrior. He bought a
"mountain" bike (sure looks like a
mountain bike) at the mall with the
"... turbo golf cart GT has
been spotted careening
around corners Oil two
wheels ... "
rest of his school supplies ... acid-
wash jeans, black Reeboks, Coors
Light baseball cap arid a Trapper
Keeper, He never takes it to the
mountains, it would getdirty, but he
does make a point to be seen lock-
ing it up at the Business Building.
Unfortunately, he trounced two
education majors and a dog speed-
replaced reasoned discourse. The
committee ceased to function as a
deliberative body, becoming instead
a media event without the media.
If there was one bright spot that
afternoon, it was Eric Love himself.
Unlike those who saw attacks on
Senate Bill 113as covertly racist or
overtly megalomanic, Mr. Love
accepted the cri ticism asa construc-
tive and necessary part of the
ASB~Ufundingprocess. Hcagrccd
to return to the senate with answers
to its questions. At the next Tues-
day session, Senator Scheffer dis-
tributed a revised budget for the
celebration some $2,000 higher than
the original. Mr. Love attended,
submitted to further questioning,
and the bill passed, unanimously,
on to third reading, another step
closer to final passage. No one was
. displeased, angry, or upset and the
bigots got what they wanted with- --
out even bothering to attend.
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ing past the fountain. Bikes have a
great ability to pester and maim
people. Some irresponsible butthead
is eventually going to run right over
a legislator's girlfriend and then the
rest of us will have to deal with the
consequences.
There is already a committee
established to consider bike rules;
perhaps dismount zones, maybe a
complete ban. If we wise up rust
and ride moreearefully, there won't
be a problem. First, don't ride your
bike between classes, you really
aren't saving any time. Second,
when you are coming to or leaving
campus, get on the Greenbelt, it's
always empty. Third, if you must
ride through pedestrians, announce
that you arc sneaking up behind
them and what side you will pass on -
(the left, I hope). Filially .avoid Dead
Man's Curve, that lean strip of side-
walk where the Hemmingway
Center kisses the Liberal Arts Build-
ing.
And you pedestrian types,
speak up for your timid selves; next
timeJoe Dude zooms past you, tell
the idiot to slow down!
I consider the verbal violence
the bigots perpetrated on the Budget
'and Finance Committee members
only sightly less odious than the
racial violence I wrote about in my
last column. Political violence in
this vein comes from the same
sources as the physical violence at
Bensonhurst. The descent into
personal vindictiveness is sympto-
matic of the lack of honest discus-
sion in American politics today. The
1988 presidentialcampaign, for
instance, made Willie Horton more
famous than Lloyd Bentsen, the '
Democratic vice-presidential nomi-
nee.
The "paranoid style" that
dominated that campaign came
down to haunt us in the halls of our
university, a place we hope will
teach us not to fall to those levels in
our dealings with the unfamiliar,
the different and the threatening. I
hope all of us learned something
from tllis experience, and that the
, bigotry was a response from the
gallery, rather than a permanent
condition of my liberal friends lind
colleagues.
such a jar, and put, say the letters
ACLU in it, and take a picture of it,
that I too could become a producer
of aesthetic beauty; heck, we're all
artists!
In the Iinal analysis it would
appear that Jessie Helms can judge
artistic merit as well as any profes-
sional "artist!"
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of English and BSU graduate. In- teachers in secondary (single/com- Idaho Working Partners, Ltd., Wo rks hops
formation regarding the Graduate positeoptions),elementary,special isagroupofprivatecitizenswork- and .supp ort
Record Exam (GRE), application education and bilingual instruction. ing throughout the state to help find
procedures and letters of recom- Applications are available af- private solutions to public prob- 'g'roups
mendation will be discussed. ' ter Sept. 4 in Room 306 of the BSU lerns. lWP provides the .ideas and
For more information, contact Education Building. For more in- volunteers to support the program. Beginning in October, a series
theEnglishdepartrnentat385-1246~ formation call 385-1528. TIle Salvation Army provides the of free workshops and support
Bloo' d don, ors logistical support and delivery sys- grouPS designed to help studentsterns. With the help and support of deal with such problems as stress
nee'd'ed' fo r the communities and their citizens, and eating. disorders will be avail-money is being raised and food able at the university's Counseling
BSU blood banks are being restored to 'aid all and Testing Center.Iocated on thethe less fortunate in Idaho. For sixth floor of the Education Build-
drive 0'ct. 9 information,eaIl334-1776or343- ing.
1010. Starting Oct 2, the center is ot-
. Donors are needed to partici- fering a support group to help indi-
The Idaho Volunteer Lawyers pate in a blooddriveOcl. 9 from 11 . "viduals address the harmful eating
Programistakingapplicationsfrom a.m, to 3p.m. in the Big Four Room . Discover BSU patterns of binging and purging.
Ada Count yresidents fora frcclegal of the SUB. The group's objectives include the
advice clinic. Any low-income .The~ed~rosswillconductthe program set study of eating disorders, discus-
person with a non-criminal legal drive, which IS sponsored by BSU sions of healthy eating alternatives,
problem or question is eligible to Student Activities and Circle K and the exploration of self-esteem.
sign up fora half-hour consultation. International. Students thinking about attend- The group will meet Mondays from
Pre-registration is required by Oct. To sign up, call Jim McAllister ing BSU next year arc invited to 3:30 to 5:30 p.m, at the Counseling
16. The clinic will be held Oct. 25. at 385-1242. attendtheuniversity'sDiscoverBSU and Testing Center.
For more information call 342-8959; F" d D . t events, 11:30 a.m.to 9:30p.m. Oct. Beginning Oct. 5, a second sup-
" 00 rive a 21. portgroupswill focus on initiating,
ISU. football The Discover BSUprogram will' developing and maintaining satis-include explanations offinancial aid, fying and caring relationships.
t information about campus facilities The objectives of "Communica-game se and a campus tour. Evening events tionConnections" include thcprac-
include a barbecue and the Bronco tice of communicating ideas and
footballgamcagainstlvlontana State feelings accurately and cleary, and
University. the examination of a variety of ef- ;
A $10 registration fee will cover fective communication and rcla-
the cost of the barbecue, game and tional skills. .
a commemorative T-shirt. Partici- Beginning Oct. 9,the center will
pants are asked to register in ad- offersmall group workshops to help
vance with BSU Admissions Coun- students explore areas important to
seling by Oct 13. planning careers, selecting majors
For more information call 385- and developing short-and long-term
1401. career goals.
ASBSU seeks
candidates for
senate jobs
Candidates wishing to run for
Senator-at-Large positions can pick
up the candidate paekets and peti-
tions now in the ASBSU office on
the second floor of the SUB. The
upeoming general elections will be
held Nov. 8 and 9. Petitions must be
completed and returned to the
ASBSU office by Oct. 19. Contact
the election board officeorASBSU
office at 385-1547 for more infor-
mation. .
Legal advice
available free
of charge
English 'Dept.
schedules
graduate
study seminar
Spring 1990
student teach-
ing deadline
draws near
The BSU English department
will hold a seminar for students
interested in pursuing graduate stud-
ies in English. The meeting will
take place in Room 208 of the Lib-
eral Arts Building, at 12:30 p.m,.. Student teaching applications
Oct. 4. . .-are due Oct. 2· for the spring 1990
Presenters will include Carol semester through the BSU College
Martin, English department chair, of Education.
and Jan Zuaha, assistant professor The deadline is for student-
Working Partners and the Sal-
vation Army in conjunction with
BSU will conduct the Annual "sack
hunger" food drive at the BSU vs,
ISU football game Oct. 7. Barrels
and volunteers will be placed at all
entrances for food or cash dona-
tions. Also, Oct 2-6 barrels will be
placed in several buildings on the
BSU campus.
IsritItAbout TlffieYouHad A
erious Relationship?
Much of life is about money. Getting it, keeping it, using it. For
most of us, that's pretty serious business' "
Sure, money isn't everything. It can't buy happiness, Or true
love. But try going out to dinner without it. Or go to college. Or buy
a car. Or a house. . . .
, That's why the relationship you start with First Security Bank
can be so valuable to you. Not just the checking or savings account
you have in college, but down the road when you could use more
sophisticated financial services. Asyou can imagine, it's a lot easier
to borrow ~oney from a banker you know -and who knows
you - than from a to.talstranger. .
It's a surprisingly easy relationship to start, too. Our offices
at 1125Broadway (338-4190) and inVista Village (338-4170) are
particularly converiient and "student friendly;" Just come in, say
"hi," and open an account.
. Now if only every serious' relationship were that simple to start.
F,rst
SecurIty'
Banks ..
G.uTently Giving 11O%.
Member r,D.I.e.
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.pros-pect (pros 'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or forseen;
possibility. 2. prospects ..Chances for success. ~~v. To explore or
search about.
Dave and Jeff say some weird stuff about R.E.M.
'The ins, the outs and abouts of the BSUart sCene
by Jeff andDov~
The University News
For some, RE.M. 's show at the
Mardi Gras in the summer of 84 was
one of the best in Boise's music concert
history. The band has since come a
long way moving from the fringes of
college music into America's main-
stream. And here five years later on
Sunday Oct. 8, little old Boise, Idaho,
will have yet another chance to see and
hear the psychedelic Southern strains of
the band many see as one of the worlds
best:
For those who have never experi-
enced an RE.M show, we turned the
tape recorder on Dave Lentz and Jeff
MJuU:iiC; ~~~~were more than eager to
give us their thoughts on the band, :::::!!
music, their concerts and other things.
Jeff: In 84 when I saw RE.M at
the Mardi Gras they were still amateur
by Lee Arnold
The University News
7':.e threeart exhibits
that opened over the week-
.end in Boise are studies in
contrast. The symbolic paintings of
Wade Waters, the photography of Janis
Gail Goodheim, and the cemmics of
BSU art department faculty and
students offer differing Views of the
world that are guarantced never to bore.
The symbolic language of Wade
nu::;r5' art speaks to us in a one-of-a-
kind way. His Imni':; ~ ~'!!)Ived not
so much from the storehouse of art
history and stylistic categories as from
sheer hard work in developing his own
vision. While he has taken his cue from
the work of M.e. Escher, and from the
influences of image!)' from the Navajo
reservation :where his mother grew up,
he has pretty much discovered his style
and themes on his own. The collection
of o~er 30 paintings in this show deal
mainly with the concept of. untruth.
TIley are presented as little semi-
parables, where the story co-exists with
a strong sense of pure imagery for its
own sake and rich colors. What
immediately leaps to mind are images
reminiscent of totems, with a strong
sense of Far Eastern design. Typical of
the major. theme isLies to Oneself, a
tryptich which takes on the old story of
the fish that the fisherman caught that
mysteriously grows larger each time the
tale is told. Here the fish stands as the
symbol of the lie. What is interesting
about this is the ways in which we
project our very human weaknesses on '
things that then become symbolic of
those weaknesses, when the things were
completely neutral in the first place. .
- Animals in fact playa big role'
in Waters' work-they cannot escape
the projections of ourselves. Yet some
of our better side is also nlflected in '
them, notably in Sun Bear and theI
I
and had some punk blood running
through their veins. Stipe was singing
cff-key; he stuck it guy's hand in his·
mouth and I u'ilnk !hey'd been drinking.
David: Uh ohl .
Jeff: Yeah, that's what
I said. Anyway they
played "Chicken
Train," an old blue
grass standard, and
wore thrift store
clothes '... they were
perfect.
David: When I
saw them in Portland in 86, the band
was really tight. The music was just
great-real high energy. But it was
showy .. They had films behind them. I
think the punk blood has drained from
them, I think it had to. But now some
people think they're this enigmatic thing
and 'The One 1Love" was their'first
single.
Jeff: But even now they're still
, ':Art by Wade Waters
Prevailing' Truth ..G:~~!.~eworlds.
. exist side-by-side, and this is bJ:Ougni
.out in his use of death imagery, in the
forms of skulls, graveyards and the Iik~
and sinist<;r colors played off.agaiost
vibrant ones, aided by using both
acrylics straight out of the tube to
establish the predominant strokes, and '.
acrylies thinned with .water and allowed
to spill, drip, and stain the canvas. A
. viewer gets the sense that these darker
realities are recognized as entities in
themselves, are a part of life, and as
such must be liccepted-no matter how
much we may not want to deal with
them. .'
Different animals altogether, the
nature photographs of James Burkhard
and the cemmics of John Takehara, Ron'
Taylor and various students, are
showcased in the Liberal Arts Gallery
,during October. Burkhard's photogra-
phy grabs the spotlight for its technical
excellence and his strong eye for light
and shadow.
His prints (nearly 40 of them) are
in black and white, and showcase the
subtle moge :md rustic flavor of the
forest, the coast. the desert, and the
valley. Particularly imllJ;eSSive is the
series of works fiom Vermont and
Rhode Island that can only be described
such a simple and accessible band yet
. still very inventive. That;s the cool
tiling about their music it's natural and
unpretentious.
David: They're not stupid, well
"Dcad Leucr Office"
was stupid but that's
what It was for. But
they don't pretend to
be intelligent. It's too
bad the press makes
Mike Stipe out to be
so aloof because
that's not what the band is about. Sec
them live and you can find that OUl. I
guess I don't think ofR.E.M as rock
stars ...
Jeff: Not at all that's probably
why they play so well in this small-town
atmosphere. The music is personal but
it's also the type of experience that
seems to fare well with a lot of ....
D~vid: ... Come to think of it
"Stand" is a stupiasuiiK.
as lranseendental- Thoreau seems to
lurk in the shadows, very much alive
and with us. By way of contrast is the
series taken in Sun Valley over the last
couple of winters. These have a light,
old 30s feel that is enhanced by the
black and white.
The ceramics are a mixed bag of
thrown and slabbed pieces. The most
impressive are LaVar Steel's abstract
polychromed clay works, in particular
the Great Basin Rock Series. But by far
the most unique isAnita DeCastro's
. earthenwareplatter Opening Night,
which consists of a cartoon of a gallery
reception complete with dialogue
balloons, for example, an art reviewer
to an artist: "I find the dichotomy of
your work most provocative. It adds an
element of...shall I say ..." A1;tist:
(Thinking to himself): "Is this guy for
real?"
Finally, the photography of Janis
alli! Goodheim displayed on the second
fl;;or ot"n~~'Stude~~ Union highlights
varioUs still-life ObJ~~ ,!!.nd f!gnres. A
particular print of a liqueur glass sUl::~
sh~ against a black background that .
seems more than black; it seems
ominous, asif ready ~ envelop the
object.. '
Art by Wade Waters
Jeff: Yeah; but it's a good kind of
stupid. It's like when my mom says _
"Pee Wee Herman is stupid," I say
"Y eah, but he's a good kind of stupid."
David: I could do without it.
Jeff:' Without Pee Wee Herman?
David: No I like Pee Wee Herman.
Jeff: Well there you go Dave.
David: It will be iiiuoi~ting to see
-,RE.M. To see what they're all about
now. I'm sure they're everything they
were, but I'm also sure they've changed.
Jeff: The last time Isaw the band
they were in a rcstaraunt and two of
them were wearing bright orange jump
suits. At least I think it was R.E.M.
They said they were'R.E.M. They could
have been guys vacationing from
the prison farm.
Trixie 0.: Perhaps they were
DEVO-tecs.
David: Who's Trixie O. ? Anyhow
if they said they were RE.M I'm sure
they were. Are we through with this?
Othetart news.~{·i
;::',:.:;;:::'::.:<,'-::::,: ':<\:;:::':,"':::,'-, -,:,-::-,::::,,::.:.
.' W~stGermancerimtistGerd .
Knapper, who has Jrieiged his . ....
'.'European background with his .'
.kn9W ledge ofJ apanese culture,will
present atwo·day woikshop 9:30
a.nl.to4:30 p.m., Oct. 5 and 6in
Room 150 of the BSU Liberal Arts
Building ..•....•...• '..
.. Knapper showsgreardiverSity·.
inhisworkduetohis trllvels> ..
thr6ughouttheW()rl~inhis quest to
.'.find theeleOlen~of modem fine art.
ill the ~uIt\llil1.heri!8$~of different <
.,counlJ1es.The exh1bl!iOnof MOdem
GennanCeramicsi~Japari atid
1(0re.ahas beenKJl8~'s be~t'i'
•..knQ1,Yll.effortin ..theclllturalex~>·.
.'.chAnglfbetwecn~t andWest'·i .
'•••..•..•Fee f(}f. the worlcshopis $2S' fot
l1tm-sluderllS and lIlllYbepaid~' .'any of the WOl'ksltop.IndividuaIs .' • '.
I..mar .taIffi.theCO~ror credit on the
'uri~:'g.raduateOrgraduate level .•·•.••.•<
BSUsWdenis ,;;,~hactivitycar<l win
beadmilted free. 'c''>.· >.•.••
......·••· ....•FormOl'e information, dmB~~T
arfprofessor lohl} Talailiara at385~ .3705,······ ' .
<.11j~ id1l11()'I~ksp6tScalligJ1lphY. .
.' GlllldISllJXlfIS()ritt& atJuee~Y>' ...•
w()rk$~OP19be held at Bogus > •..•.•.
.J3Mi~·OcL§~$:l:~S~Ol.la., .. '.
nauollally Jr;Cogmi.ed Calligrapher .
froWl'OrtJand' ()te;\l,'iIl b¢t1le< .
•••iflst.Wct()r.Th~c1l1Sswillco'leriall
"asp<i(;ts°f~ligrapJticdesign; •.
.•StrOm is an il1$truClOftlt the Qre'&on
Sch()()lor J\tt$'MQ ()afl.sllfld iSilie
:Chilii'manoflhe l:'OttlaDd Society· •....
.' .•f!olrC;1l11igraphl:i$/S«i •••••·L.·.
·.••L'I1te·w<:ni.:shQPC<>sts ~Oan~i.
.cat.li&rap~~()r allsitm levels8Je>
invite4to attend. F~ rr.oreJr.t()fii'.tv,
. tii>n;eau SueJOilesal 37~1769. .
-,' ',', .:.--' C,',' .• '; ','.' ._ ••• ·.-'.·,· •• ·.'.,'.·c- ..•...• _.. ',' ',' .. -"-'0,', '.'::: .. ,,:: :',~
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Grand Prize WI,
Wan Birt nner
Winners of . .
Ja'!les Ed~ardf'nc~rt tickets:
Julie C. Smith Bnan Dulin
Sieve Harris ~ke TagueGreg Parker ., Mike Devaney Bre
Michelle. Wadooll Na~y Tacke JoIi
Stephanie laM Dann Harrold Ret
. Steve Sprague Oil Matt A1sager Jell___ ~~_. _.!M~atthe~...:.~~-~·~~ ~WR'a~I. .••• '" iClerson
. '. RAEL DAMIArontesr . . N.
. ·vt.'I1717er·
Mtta Alsager
Steve Spra
Brian Ovlin gue
~t~,phcmie LaMott
",U Ie Kelly .
.'.
,.-""- ,'P.,(., - ,_-_.~, '_~".,.,~ _ iLl
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Brat Whitesides
John C. Kelly
Renda Palmer
Jennifer Hannah
Wf!1l.jyCox
Randall Yadon
Edmund Winston to
.give ·clarinetrecitalon
Oct. 6'
Edmund Winston.
a clarinetist and
music professor at
BSU. will perform a .
selection of classical
'pieces at 7:30 p.rn. Oct. 6
if! !lit} MCr:i~ViiCenter
Recital Hall.
The program will
feature Bohuslav Martinu's
Sonatina, Eugene Bozza's
Concerto and Johannes
Brahms' Sonata Opus 120. no.L,
The concert is part of the 1989-90 BStJ Faculty Artist
Series. Tickets are available at the door and sold on a first-
come, first-served basis. Tickets are free to students, $4
general admission and $2 senior citizens.
.Make a dateto give blood.
Circle K International and Student
Activities will be conducting the BSU
Annual Fall Blood Drive on Oct. 9'from 11 a.m,
to 3 p.m. in the Student Union Big Four Room. Reser-
vations are required, To reserve a time to make a dOIl1!-
. tion, call Student Activities at 385-12230r stop by ~~
Actitivies office on the~VlI~ f:wr oj' the Student
1"_"--VIl&UU.
Healthy individuals between the ages of 17 and 66,
weighing at least 110 pounds, are eligible to donate.
Those giving blood are asked to eat a good protein
meal at least four hours before donating.
. ;
.~-
Don't give Das Boot
to SPB"films this week
The Student Programs Board Fall film series
presents Germany's Das Boot, the heroic Lean On Me,
and the doeumentary'28 Up this week.
Das Boot, showing Oct. 2 and Oct 9, is the
masterful adventure epic which illustrates the unremitting
hardships Gennan Ll-boat sailors underwent during World
Warn. .
Lean On Me, the true story of Joe Clark, runs Oct 6
and 7. Clark sought 10 transform Paterson, New Jersey's
Eastside High School from a place of violence and terror
10 a place of higher learning.
28 Up, showing along with the winners of the Nissan
Film Festival, begins its run on Oct. 8. Taking a group
of British seven-year oIds from a variety of social
b3Ckgrounds, filmmaker Michael Apted documents their
growth from' childhood 10 adolescence ~I.! !!t.mugh to
young adulthood in 28 lip.
S~::~ ~rograms Board films are rree 10 students
with activity cards, $1 faculty, staff and high school
students and $2.50 general admission. Except for the Oct.
7 and Oct. 8 presentations which will be shown in the
SPEC, the films will play in the Student Union Ada
Lounge this ~ Cartoons are played before each feature '
beginning at 8 p.m.
ASUprofessor and
pianist to perform
at BSUOct?
Arizona pianist Waller Cosand will
perform a musical piece in honor of the
French Bicentennial at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 7 in the
Morrison
Center Recital .
Hall. The
program
includes
selections from
Debussy's
"Etudes" and
Bach's "Gold-
berg Vari-
allons,"
Cosand is a
music professor
at Arizona State
University. He
has' been
awarded the Eastman Performers Certificate
.and won the first prize from the Inic!!!~tioii~
Piano R~~~:::6\:umpetition.
Recital tickets, which are available at the
door, arc $6 general admission and $4 for
students and seniors. The event is co-
sponsored by the BSU music departemcnt
Here are the answers to the R.E.~. Trivia Contest
1. On which record label did RE.M. record prior to Warner's Bros.? IRS
2. With whom did Michael Stipe record a duet for the Disney compaation abum Slay Awake? Natalie Merchant
3.What band recorded the song 'Boy Go,' on which Michael Stipe sang? Goldon Palaminos
4. What famous Composer is named in the song ~h's the End of the World As We Know It (and I Fool Rne)?
LooMUd Bernstoin .
5. What Roger Miller song did RE.M. record on Dead Letter Office? Kilg of tho Road
6.Whal was the name olthe EP·. released by RE.M. in 1982? Chronic Town .
7.What two Velvel Underground songs did REM. ~ori Dead Leiter Office?
. .Tharo woro 3 -Femme FataJo, Palo BllJ8 Ey85, ~ She Go9s Again
8.WhallWo songs did RE.M. record on the soundtrabiwthe fi~ A~ GA, Inside Out? S~an Swan H, Dream
9.Wrthwh91 band did ~.EM.tour AUslral~in~~~l",rt~~~ . ' .' .
10. When and where did R.E.M.last play III BoiSO'i~~.. f1f4 at.f' MarrJj Gras .
11. Where did Michael Stfle meet Peter Buck!\ R8c0rf!~~ ~~ ~9d . :%''\?~:,' .
12. On what albums alher than Dpcument~M's fI~i\d ~!.he WorId."We J{llq\'l~lI,{J ':1!eel Rne)' appear?
Eponymous, Groenpoace, ~ ,$'" i'1··+"~"' .
13. Which university did both Mike ....., ivoniY of Mb')",
14. What RE.M. video was filmed In tbtf.(lillQ~ '.•)ind
15. What year did RolingStone magazine's .PoIl .~~'? ',.
16. What RE.M. silgle was the lirstto be in Itlitop 1", . ..
17.lnwhal year did R.E.U.Ionn? 1980 f' •
• 18. What is the name 01the southern vine p/dured on t .
19.What REM. song is named after a river'? Cuyahoga
20. What song"om R.E."':s second LP is based on a chiIcIron's sIol'y? Seven
World Siudeni Service Corps
Rrst organizational meeting. We" discuss
community service projects in Boise. Also,
testimony of WSSC summer service project
in Guatemala. All i1re welcome. '
Thursday. October S at ?~,
Student Union Teton Room
Campus Crusade for Chrlsl .
This week's topic has to do with relationships.
Friday nights at7:30pm-Business Building
·Room 102.
. Gay and Lesbian Alliance .
Gala Activity Night - Friday. October 6 at 7pm,
Location to be announced.
Call Ann 345-7495 or Brian at 336-5160.
ASBSU recognizee! c;lubs and organlzallons may pUblish the date, time and place of
their scheduled meeting for the upcoming week In this space. Come to Th~
University News ,office between 12 noon-4'pm Mon.-Fri. and fill out a maetlllgs form.
=
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Thisguy's good and we ainljust Yoakam
swaying bluegrass-honkytonkers ing CYuP,!he'S' word again) into·
(worshipped by country swing the sardonic "Little Ways."
• dancers). Hidden on the flip side, Opening the show for Yoakum,
however, was a broodingly dark was The Desert Rose Band-
.. song cycle which explored a featuring former founding
simple love affair that started . member of both the Byrds and the
friendly enough, but ended in Flying Burrito Brothers, song-
murder. Yoakam likened the writer Chris Hillman. Gorgeous
work to his own experiences Bluegrass/country harmonies
(short of murder). Critics raved. found an appreciative audience,
Last week, Yoakam offered a familiar with the band's numerous
few of those introspective tunes, country-chart successes .. When
startling in their spare arrange- the chant "Dwight, Dwight,
ments of acoustic guitar, fiddle, Dwight ..." filled the pavilion,
bass, and ieau. But,.if !heaudi- however, they were ready for a
ence missed the tragic nuances. iitile Swagger.
Yoakam was quick to shed a .
humorous-and somewhat long-
winded-light on the subject of
love and the subtleties of a
woman's power before Swagger-
R.E.M!.5iecording history chronicled
. '. .
R.E.M.: An Anthology
Chronic Town (IRS) 1982:
Here's where it all started. In just
five songs, RE.M. managedto
establish Vine !.~~ywere and what
they were going to do. Michaei
Stipe shows his trademark
mumbling. Peter strums a million
thin, trebly, jangly chords. Mike
ph\ys the bass. Bill plays the
drums.
Mosl1y straightforward and
upbeat, Chronic Town is more fun
than the rest of the RE.M.
col1ection. The songs are catchy
and danceable, but stil1 intelligent.
This is classic RE.M. from the
outset.
Itwould be hindsight to say
that whoever created Chronic
Townwill go far~but that's what I
would have said. Let's just hoPe
their song list includes a few of
these works Sunday nightr~;;~~~=;=;=;;;;~::;=;===========,,~ -----~ __ ,Ili.·IIlIrAiI'·iB.·~":··I':.··:.:~'·•• I>i'~ I BASSETT VIDEO .•"""/.,",',.,.,.,."',.,.., :' 1m m .'. ·0 '.' c.· ·.'.' 717
I (BOISE'S FIRST REUSABLE COUPON) I
Come play in a FRE;E Friendly I $
TOURNAMENT forallabllilies I..· 1.00 MOVIERENTALS : ,t9 Every Tuesday I· I ._.' $ Cash prizes every Tuesday Night Big Four Room II TIiIS COUPON IS VALID MONDAY TIiROUGH TIiURSDAY I. .~...., .(for University students only.)' Student Union, ANDISNOTVALIDWITIiOTIiERSPECIALS
B~UBridge CIUbmL.e-e-ts-e""'ve""'r-Y-T-U-eS-da-Y-i-n-th-e-S-tu-d-e-n-tU-n-j;:..on............Call;:::::::.8946 ':. ~ :
. Lesson: 7:00pm Play: 7:30pm FREE. or Bruce at 378-1225' . I COUPON EXPIRES ON OCTOBER 31,1989
'-' .... ~IT';'M~VI::'PE':'D:P:C~UP~N .... ..J
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byWill Spearman
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Swagger ... with a capital'S· ....
probably isn't a better word in the.
dictionary to describe country's
still fresh bad boy Dwight
Yoakam. When Yoakam took to
the stage last week for a small but
oh-so-enthusiasdc crowd at the
Boise State University Pavilion,
Swagger was king.
The "Hollywood gone country"
singer smiled and strutted through
more than 20 songs, including
familiar favorites like "Oiii:ars,
Caditlacs ...." ''Hooky Tonk Man,"
and "Streets Of Bakersfield."
Heartbreakin' ballads and
bluegrass stompers from all three
Editor's Note: This week,
Lentz reviews the albums of
R.E.M., the group Rolling Stone
Magazine dubbed "America's
Best Rock n' Roll Band."
Formed in 1980 in A*ens,
Georgia, R.E.M. has long beena
critical success and a favorite of
college students around the
nation. However, with the.
release of Document in 1987 and
Green in 1989, R.E.M. now also
enjoys a mainstream following
with several of their songs
placing in BilIbo~rd's Top-40.
R.E.M. will appear in
concert with special guest
NRBQ on Od.8 at 7:30 p.m,
Tickets are $16.50 (rom all
Select·A-Seat outlets.
by Dave Lentz .
The University News
..
of Yoakam's platinum albums had
the gals a' screamin' and the guys
a' spinnin' their hats ... a simple
case of idolotry in skin-tight jeans
and silver-tipped cowboy boots.
Yoakam's voice was beautifully
pure and honest, with that little
country 'cry' that helped prede-
cessors like Hank Williams.
George Jones, and Patsy Cline
dominate the country scene. Yet
Yoakam's audience appeared
predominantly young. influenced,
perhaps, more by the artist's
crossover material than by the
country music mainstream.
. In fact, it seemed as though the
droves of C&W fans that turned
out for WilHe, or more recently
for Randy Travis I1mJ Loretta .
Lynn. had just plai'!.stayea home.
Murmur (IRS) 1983: When
I'm 40 and I hear "Radio Free
Europe" played on some AM
"Remember When?" show, I'll
know I've lived too long. The first
significant airplay RE.M.
received, ''R!!!!!Q Free Europe"
hardly made them rich, butit goes
down in the books as one of the
few times a song made it to
commercial radio solely because
it was good. Murmur gave these
guys a little more room to do
more than crank out toe-tappers.
The songwriting gets dark and
moody on cuts like "Perfect
Circle" and "Talk About the
Passion," but "Radio" and
"Sitting Still" bring more of the
unique early RE.M. sound (this
was before that dry spell when .:
every band to come from a town
in the Southeast of a colJege
campus anywhere was said to
sound like R.E.M.). Mitch Easter
(of Let's Active) produced this as
well as Chronic Town, here with .
the help of Don Dixon. The
consistency between Murmur and
Chronic Town is strong. No
surprise:
-uii~g:..~tconsistency is the
fact that Murmur, like iiSpicG~
cessor, offers five (or so) really
good songs. The problem is that
Murmur is a twelve-song LP.
Son,e of these songs just aren't
that interesting, and the band's
style alone just isn't enough. .
One big plus he~bassist
Mike MilJs steps into the sidelight
on a few cuts (namely "Pilgrim-
age'') to begin his on-going career
as one 9f the cleanest, strongest,
best backing voices in the
business.
Reckoning (IRS) 1984: Co-
produced again by Dixon and
. Easter, the overal1 sound of·
-Iheir Ioss! (Just ask anybody
who witnessed the 'Elvis reinear-
'nated' "Suspicious Minds," or
better yet, the encore acoustic
version of the lamentable "I Sang
Dixie.'')
Hard to believe that a former
truck driver could conquer the
country music scene in just a few
short years. Yoakam's credentials
were backed, however. bya long
'dues paying' history in the
Southern California club circuit
before ever signing that first .
recording contract This year,
Yoakam has already booked over
6 months of touring time in
support of his recent LP "Buenas
Noches From a Lonely Room."
That LP~like Yoakam's first
two, featured the standard hip-
Reckoning fits right in with'
Murmur and. by association,
Chronic Town..But the song-
writing. here is 'great No maybes,
Eachcut is strong enough to stand
on its own. and if you put them all
together it makes one big success.
It's jusi ~:y g~:
Fables ojthe Reconstruction
(IRS) 1985: Definitely a depar-
ture. this fourth release uses (quite
successfully) some new ideas,
while still embracing what
worked so well in the past The
first sound on the record. guitarist
Peter Buck's distorted, eerie line
on "Feeling Gravity's Pull" is
something that ... well, he never
said he wouldn't do it. In fact, it
turns out that we hear Buck
continuing this stiJI-making use
of Iimore traditional rock guitar
sound. dark and distorted. Other
novelties-a new producer named
Joe Boyd. a small orchestra of
auxiJary musicians, and a certified
dance hit ("Can't Get There From
Here''), complete with wacky
video featuring subtitles.
Gee, but I wanted an R.E.M. .
record
B!!t thls is, And more. Buck's
guitar still jangles iiKc ;~:;~!:l~dd
on "Life and How to Live It."
That unique RE.M. sound is there
. on "Maps and Legends." The .
mumbly moodiness is there on
"Old Man Kensey." All this, and a
funky dimce number? Jeez. .
Lifes Rich Pageant (IRS)
1986: .Unless you bought a copy.
"FallOn Me" is probably aU
you've heard from this one. Well
that's great, but again. there's
See R.E.M. page 11
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Sexyplot and sexy people
the film. As an attorney with lots of
lust on his mind, Mr. Gallaghertums
in a riveting portrayal of the idle.
rich. male slut
sex, lies, and videotape leaves Laura San Giacomo. nasty and
one with the feeling that life. no red-hotasMaeDowell's"extrovert"
matter how obliterated it may have sister, makes a conspicuous debut
appeared a moment ago, can go on. with a strength that ranks her along-
This hope, in a first effort by the side such comparable actresses as
relatively young director/screen- DebraWingerand Kathleen Turner.
writer Steven Soderbergh (remem- These two young actors blaze
ber that name). is contagious. And through their roles with a passion
the film, filled to overflowing with usually reserved for "name" per-
such considerable potential and true formers, They are on the verge of a
skill, only shows again and again long screenIife,
ihe inferiorityoftesserproductsnow But it's James Spader. as the
available movie-wise. . out-of-town friend with amysteri-
. This true ensemble piece, in a ous past, that pushes this film's
leisurely paced, pseudo-European acting notch to "perfection." He's
manner, makes immediate stars! fraught with the baggage of bad
• heart-throbs of its talented and oh- relationships. misspent youth and .
so-sexy i:.4~:' Andie MacDowelJ, voyeur lust. Spader makes a diffi-
whose voice was unfortunaie:;:. ~:!!~!!!!mle sympathetic and real and.
dutiful1y dubbed by Glenn Close in ultimately" enaea..-;',;;.
Greystoke. the Legend of Tarzan, sex, lies, and 'videotape
Lord of the Apes, finally gets the couldn'tpossiblybemoretimely~
chance to show Uswhat she can do. what with the VCR craze and man-
and create~ a memorable '80s datorymasturbatorygleethesexual
wom~ obs~ed an~ compulsed to theme of the latter part of this dec-
the pomt of distraction. aOOdemands. And. to top it off, the
I Peter Gallagher, as her too- "tel1-it-like-it-is" soul-bearing. the
handsome-for-words, but. sadly. lackofforesightofaU involved and
unfaith!uI husb.an~, i,~ strikin~, as thecompellingimmediacycoinbine.
the seXIst and pig-Ish· bad-boy of for a stirri~g look at our times ..
by Cliff Hall
The.University News
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Theatre Arts .Dept.stages moderndrama
directing last year's hit production
of fiddler on the Roof and keeps
herself busy with The Artists
Agency Inc., a local talent, casting
and acting instruction business.
"It's exciting working on this
show,"she says "all thrceof the
other actresses are my students."
She is referring to Tami Jo Shank
of Filer, Annette Nelson and
Tamara Thomson of Boise.
"Beatrice is a difficult part,"
Cavanaugh said. But difficulty
may be a speciality of hers having
proven herself in demanding and,
yet, award-winning roles for
several years.
"Shakespeare is my favorite
playwright and I'vebecn fortu-
nate to play some of the best .
women's roles he's written." She
played Katherine in an Off-Off
Broadway production of The
Taming of the Shrew and Portia
in Julius Caesar. For the
National Shakespeare Company
States representative recruiting for touring show she was Ariel in The
The National Theatre of Great ' Tempest. Ms. Cavanaugh was
Britain. also cast as Ellen/Lynn in a
This is the first time Ms. Ca- praised production of Cloud 9
vanaugh has appeared on stage .and performed Solange in The
since returning as a faculty Maids. Boise audiences may well
member. She hasn't been lazing remember her as Mary Magdalene
around, however. She assisted in the musical Jesus Christ Super-
star ..
Zindel's leading character in
The Effect of Gamma Rays is a
doozy, though-at once harsh and
unrelenting. But Ms. Cavanaugh
is adamant about one thing: .
"Beatrice isn't a woman to be'
hated. She is pathetic and her
methods may not be the best, but
she doesn't want her daughters
ending up the way she has," It is
this topical angle that seems to be
. the focal point of the production.
The play was filmed in the
early '70's and starred Joanne
Woodward in the role of Beatrice.
She was directed by her husband,
Paul Newman and gave a gritty,
scalding performance. The
movie. obviously a labor of love
for the actor-turned-director, had
a small budget but an excellent
supporting cast and is sometimes
seen on late night TV.
Tickets are available at
Select -a-Seat outlets, $6~()()
general admission. $4 seniors and
students, but free for BSU
students. faculty. and staff. Don't
miss this uplifting talc of a
repressive family-especially
since it won't cost anything if you.
are a full-time student.
by Cliff Hall
The University News
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BSU's department of Theatre
ArtS is offering Paul Zindel's Pul-
itzerPrize-winningplay The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-
the-Moon Marigolds as the first
production of Boise State's 1989~
1990 season. Itwill be presented
at 8 p.m., Oct. 4-7 in the SPEC.
The play, a modem-day
drama set in the apartment of an
embittered. vindictive woman-
who takes out her frustrations on
two daughters and a disabled
boarder. is nonetheless, a story of
hope and resilience. .
The director,BSU theatre arts
professor Robert Ericson, is quite
. familiar with the story having di-,
rectedit once before about 15
years ago. He says it demon- .
strates that "people can and do
make something of themselves
despite their environment," He
stresses that the characters' -
experiences and home life may be
difficult, but the beauty of the
play is that "they find inner .
strength."
One very good reason not to
miss this particular production is
R.E.M.Continuedfrompage 10 -----------
r-------------------------------,
The Effect of
Gamma Rays on
Man-In-the-Moon
Marigolds will be
presented by the
BSUTheatre Arts De-
partment October
4-7 at 8 p.rn. In the
SPEC. Tickets are
free for BSU stu-
dents, faculty .and
staff; $6 general
admission and $4
for seniors.
its talented, all-female cast. The
part of the mother, Beatrice, will
be played by professional actor
Sandra Cavanaugh, a BSU theatre
arts graduate and adjunct faculty
member teaching movement, irn-
provisational technique. and basic
acting. She is also the United
1\-
I
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more, more than ever before.
Another new producer, Don
Gehman, mote of that distorted
guitar, and general surliness on
the part of these Georgians
brought the sound of this record Eponymous (IRS) 1988:
far away from that of Chronic Greatest hits.
Town or Murmur, and the quality ,
of it is far above anything they've
done since. By the end of side two
(Supper Side, comes after Dinner
Side). they've done it all. They
rock ("Just a Touch"), they tango
("Underneath the Bunker"), they
waltz ("Swan Swan H"), they do
all that regular R.E.M. stuff, and
they even cover a hit from the
sixties ("Superman"- again; they
never said they wouldn't).
Document (IRS) 1987: Yeah.
it's a good record.
Green (Warner Bros.) 1988:
A major label. Three successful
singles, three videos (even one
with naked people). This.is where
it all leads. Success.
RE.M. never sold out. Not
for a label, nor an audience, nor ..
video. When you putout nine
substantial records, an audience
comes to you. Record labels
follow audiences, in case they
drop any change.
Dead Letter Office (IRS)' The music of Green evolved
1987: A band this successful from a natural progression RE.M.
needs an office. Dead Letter has been following for nine years.
Office is all the garbage that was Their sound today is far removed
in the desk drawers. This is from the good old days of
actually a very telling chapter in Chronic Town and Murmur,
the band's history. AIl the B-sides simply as a result of evolution.
that never got air, all the stuff that Green has its moments of perfect
didn't fit on real RE.M. records, simplicity, making for catchy
and covers of-songs by Roger songs like "Stand." And til ere are
Miller, the Velvet Underground, the deep moments we've seen
Aerosmith, and' fellow Athenians before, the murky emotion of
Pylon make 'for a generally good . . "You Are the Everything." for
time, though a totally fragmented . example. This band still does
and disjointed record. Great liner what they've always done, but
n0':Csby Peter Buck. they're doing.it a bit differently
these days.
Domino's Pizza$Doubles
give you a real deal on a whole lot of pizm.
.Delivered in 30minutes or less. .
, Guaranteed •
. Hours:. Call us! 345-55.51'· Broadway
377-5201 Fairview & 5 Mile
343-5995 Vista
336- HJ"11 Stater······m ~ , r··············· ,
12 to"PIZZAS U2LARGE v:~! i
1111$5.99 ilPIZZAS $9.89i
: . .. = = With.Cheese $9.89' •
.' • cheese and 1 topping each •.. $6.99. • Cheese and 1lopp!ng each $11.49 :
• Cheese and 2 toppIngs each. ; $7.991 • Cheese and 2 toppings each •. $13.09 .-
• @I •• •
. • Valid a! partielpaUng stores only Not valid wrlh any OCh., ofI81. Prices may vary, I. Valid at p.artlClpallnv Idores onty Noc 1/alid WIth any othtf QI'tef Pricfl m.y V8I)' •
,. ~~~.YI~PPIiCabllt ltsli1lt.limjtedd&live: ..re8,ourdr'~I'I.e&l'ryleSS • I. ~1=~apphCabf.h~.tu llmited~llI$ryar .. Ourdnvencarryleu I•...~ ~ ....~....~..•.•..~ ..............•....•
"19S~ OomlrlC)'i "'"3, In.c, ' .
E N·
L D
R S~~~LNRBQ'GUEST •
. THIS SUNDAY! •.
OCTOBERS
7:30
I.. F LA L ,'.
Tickets available at all ~. : 10.cations. To Cha·r.ge
by phone call 385" 1766. .
,.
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"Well, yeah, but dogs have
been bred, that's where their
instinct comes from."
"So who ever heard of a
butterfly breeder?"
"What?"
•
"You said butterflies worked
like dogs, only dogs have been
bred and I've never heard of a
butterfly breeder."
"Well, maybe dogs were a
bad example." Bill's beetle
stopped to rest. "Butterflies can't
think, their heads are only as big
as the head of a pin. They just
flitter around until they see a
the_~ ~ _
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flower and then stop."
"But we' only use ten percent,
of our brains. That's, like, only
about as big as a tennis ball, and
we can think just fine."
"Some of us can."
"Get serious. Don't make fun
of me just because you're
wrong," Bill's beetle began to
move through the grass again.
"I'm not wrong. Look, what
do you think of when you think of
. bugs?"
"Volkswagens." Sarah
grinned with satisfaction at her
reply.
"Get serious. You think of
dirt, because bugs crawl around
on the ground. Cockroaches and
flies and worms and everything
else, they crawl around in the
muck and slime and live in stuff
we don't even want to be in the
same room with,"
Sarah looked down at Bill
over the top of her sunglasses.
Bill had forgotten about his
beetle.
"So?" asked Sarah.
"So, if bugs could think do
you think they'd oe living in that
slime?" Sarah turned her face
back to the sky.
"If you're going to keep
making jokes then I don't want to
talk about it,"
"I'm serious. Where do flies
come from? Dog crap! How can
they have brains?" Bill was now
sitting upright. Sarah was still
reclined in her aluminum chair, a
small pool of sweat filling her
navel. The sun was high and Bill
could feel its heat on the top of his
head.
"I didn't ask about flies, I
asked about butterflies," .
. "It's the same thing. They're
all bugs, it's just that some of
them you pin to a board and
others you squash under your
. foot" Bill looked at Sarah. Sarah
kept her chin pointed to the sky,
.the small of her back not touching
. her aluminum chair. She rolled
. the upper edge of her bikini top
down just a bit.
'''Well?'' asked Bill, impatient
for. a response.. '
"If you don't know the
difference between a fly. and a
butterfly then I don't want to talk
about it" Sarah remained still.
Bill lay back down on the grass
and put his hand up.to block the
sun from his eyes. Bill's beetle
kept working hisway through the
seemingly endless lawn. .
•
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Birds, Bees and:Butterflies'~~~~~~
6y Jim McCo[[y
Bill watched the labored
progress of a beetle through the
grass. The grass was wann and
steamy and itched him a little.
Sarah kicked him.
"What?" Bill asked, squinting
one eye against the sun as he
looked up at Sarah in her alumi-
num lawn chair.
"I said," she paused, her chin
pointed at the sky, the dark, oily
skin of her neck stretched for
maximum ray exposure, "do you
•• think that butterflies have a sense
of purpose?"
"What?" Bill repeated.
"God, you're thick. Do you
think that butterflies know what
they're doing? Y'know, do they
think about it?"
"Think about what for
instance?" Billtumed back to his
struggling beetle.
"Well, like, that one there."
Sarah pointed to a small orange-
and-black butterfly that was
stumbling through the air over the
lawn. "Do you think it thinks, 'I
want to go to that flower over
there,' and then goes to it?"
"Nah," Bill watched the
beetle climb a blade of grass,
apparently to get a better view of
where it was. "Their lieads are too
small to think like that. Not
enough brains. They barely have
enough brain power to make their
wings work,"
"Then how do they live?
Why do they stop at flowers at
'all? How do they know to do
that?" Sarah squeezed her tube of
lotion and oiled up her thighs.
Bill's beetle was again plodding
through the grass.
"It's instinct Like why dogs
like 10fetch,"
"Wolves don't"
"What?"
"Wolves don't like to fetch,"
Sarah screwed. the cap back on her
tube of lotion, "if you throw
something at the wolves in the
zoo they just skulk back to their
holes in the cement," .
'1 Writer Nor.mandi Ellistakes over Papinchakls job
THE EGYPTIAN BOOK (
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by Dene Breakfield
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Nonnandi Ellis
• made the trip
from Boulder,
.Colo., to Boise
in near-record
1....- .... time.
Ellis, who replaces Dr. Robert
Papinchak, is the newest faculty
member of BSU's English Depart-
.ment. From the time she accepted
the position, she had less than a
week to drive herself and her six-
year-olddaughter, Alaina, toBoise,
finda place to live, andbegin teach-
ing classes.
Her journey was not without
incident. . "My car blew' up in
Wyoming," Ellis said. "A 60-mile
tow-!.couldn't believe it."
Fortunately, since her arrival
. in Boise, things arc running more
smoothly. Ellis said she likes Boise
and its people; "I think the students
arc brighter than many I've seen in
other writingprograms," Ellis said.
"Another thing that I really like
about this place is that there are
parts of it that sort of remind meof
when I lived in Frankfurt (Ken-
tucky). _
"I can walk down to the mail-
box, sec my neighbor, and say 'Hi,
how're you doing?' and I'll stand
. there for about 20 minutes and hear
this incredible story. Igetcaught up
Fp~tll"P~··- _. - -.- _.- - ._ ..- -- ~....,.-.r -.r ......-.- ~_
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- .
inthissortofstorytelling;it'swhere likened this to the act of writing,
I carne from in the South-that's and said,
what started me writing. I feel like "It's going within and learning
I'm back to itin a way, and that's a' the secret nameof the soul and then
real comfort-I like it a lot." being able to come back out and
Ellis must find her new sur- utterit."
roundings conducive to writing, To those aspiring writers who
.because she's already begun work one day hope toget published, Ellis
on a short story, tentatively titled offers some advice. "You learn by
"Maytag." She has won awards for doing, and editors are sincerely
her writing and has published sev- looking for people. The worst
eral short stories and books, her mistake a person canmake is to not
most major work beingAwakening submit." .
Osiris: ANew Translationfrom the She recommends beginning
Egyptian Book of the Dead. which locally. "You have people looking
took her 10 years to complete. It at your work, you have comments
was while working on this transla- on yourwork, you gainmoreconfi- .
tion that she taught herself how to dence in what you're doing.
read and understand hieroglyphics. "Another thingis tokeeprevis-
There is not one singleBook of ing, Revision is definitely the key
the Dead, she said. It is actually a to writing. Sometimes it's a good
compilation of texts, spanning the idea to let the story sit for awhile
years 3000B.C. to 300A.D. during before you send it out, because you
the Egyptian dynasties, consisting might find something in it that's
ofpyramidtexts, coffintexts,hymns totally embarrassing; something
to gods and goddesses, and a basic that, at the moment you wrote it,
map of events after death. .It also you thought was great."·
includes spells that werewriuerron . On being a.writer, Ellis said,
coffmssothatthedeceasedwouldn't "There never comes a moment in a
encounter any of the horrors of the writer's lifewhenyoubelievevou're
underworld. All of thesewere later a writer, that youabsolutelybelieve
mass-produced on scrolls in the it 100 percent. Even after you've
more commercially written Ian- published your book. I think the
guage of hieratics. Translating The onlywayyou know that youareone
BookoftheDead, saysEIIis,"helped is whenyou're dead, and somebody
me to develop my own voice." says, 'Oh, that person was a good
Many of the Egyptian myths, was a good writer,' and you go, 'Oh,
specifically goddess mythology, . so that's what I was!"
equate words with power. Ellis
The Egyptian Book of the Dea.' .: and greatest classics ofWeste,.
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Wanna Write?
Here's your chance ...
The University News needs reporters and reviewers.
Call 345·8204for further information
Or stop by oar offices at,16031/2 University Drive
and flllout an application.
Students! JOBS!! ~~, Iystem sevenM
$~~~~~~;~; :::'for ff ~ BEAUTY SUPPLIES '
.Students .: Full time ~$WEEKLY 20% OFF ALL RETAIL SPECIALS
.andPart time jobs ••~ CHECK SUNDAY STATESM.AN
from A to Z. ...
Great Job resultsl .~ EVERY DAY 10% ST.UDENT DISCOUNT
Northwest 'Jobs ::~ Always a licensed cosmetologist to help you
No % ever ,..O~ ' Boise Towne Square'
Call383-9415 ' ~~~~, -.' .~ -:-_ ....'\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...~.,-~.:~..~m~'~·_~::'~"·~.~.41~.~9~.,.~*,~·~•• ~.~ ~ ~~~~~~
:.--~~s
GOOD FOOD QUICK
111 Broadway
Suite# 115
Boise 385-9961
....
) , SPORTS. .,'WE'VE JUST OPENED!HERE'S WHAT WE HAVE FOR YOUI
1.1/2 Teriyaki Chicken wI
Rice and Green sstad. . Only
2. 1/2p.ound Teriyaki beef wI 3 25
Rice and Green salad •.
3. 1/2 Pound Teriya!<i Pork WI' each!
Rice and Green Salad
A FREE{~IFT :JVSTFOR-CALLIi'JG PLUS~AISE
UP TO $1,700.~IN ONLY TEN DAYS.!!!
Student groups; fraternitiesand sororities needed for marketing project on campus. '
For details plus a FREE GIFT, group officers call 1-800-950-8472,ext. 10
=:
off any Lecog Sportif
sweatshirt, sweatpants
or fleece shorts.
Good through Oct. 12, 1989
Extra Beef or Pork-.$1.00
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUI3 PRICESI
Open" A.M. -8 P.M. Monday thru Saturday I 1033 Broadway • Boise • 385-0440 I~~~=~~~~~
Snor_···.·t~·..
--------------;....-------~--.-.-J:=- ..-.-.----..-.-.----....'; .~-.-----------.....;---------"""'-~------...
Opinion
BSU coach
nominates ISU
runner' for Big
Sky honors
. Jim Klein did the right thing
the other day, and what is irritating
about the whole situation is that no
one seems to give a damn.
Klein, head coach of BSU's.
womens' cross-country track team,
nominated ISU runner Bobbi Jo
Waite for Big Sky honors after she
finished second to BSU runner
Kathy Karpel at a cross-country
track meet in Missoula a few weeks
ago. Waite made a dumb frosh
mistake in her first collegiate meet
when she turned the wrong way
near the finish line.
Despite her gross error which
allowed Karpel to win, Waite re-
grouped and finished only three
secondsbehindKarpel. The as-
sumption Klein and others made
was that Waite would have won the
race had it not been for hanging a
Louie, when she should have hung
a Roscoe. ,
A few papers ran only part of
the story slighting Karpel and Klein.
Our own paper' even chopped last
week's cross country article wiping
out the seemingly obvious explana-
tion for Klein's behavior.
Klein nominated Waite because
it was the right thing to do. Sure,
Karpel won the race, but how she
won it was the issue,' not that she
won it. The fact was Waite out-
performed Karpel and deserved the
recognition. Klein's endorsement
made Waite ashoe-in for the award.
Maybe Waite would have WOII
that race oUJright if she had had
better coaching or had trained a
Iiuleharder, Whatmakesthiswhole
issue even more bizarre is that
.Waite ran the course the day before
to familiarize herself with the ru-:
brics. •
Klein has waded.through the
sludge out there and we, the media,
owe it to him to get the story right
the first time. We also owe him a
round of applause for his behavior.
Maybe nobody gives a damn be-
'cause he coaches a non-revenue,
low-interest sport. Just imagine the
B· I flack Bobby Dye would catch if heBSUAthletes of the Week ul takes. firsfplace in ~~r~~t~:~~ubasketbalIPlayer
colleg'l-afe golf f . It.ls refreshing to witness a" ourney . moral, ethical action within.the
coaching rank and file. Some might
'Broncogolfcrl.arry Bullshcta call it mushy or describe it with
215for 54 holes, beating out tJNR's other adverbs or adjectives 'but the .
Rod Butler who shota 216 for sec- f
ondplace. Other Broncos attending. . acts remain: Klein made the right
choice and so far not too many
the tournament were junior David people care.
Peterson who shot a. 224 for 11th Thanks, coach.
place; freshman Craig Gronning,
was 26th with. 232; junior Andy
Swenson, 32nd with 235; and fresh-
man red-shirt Todd Huizinga, 42nd"
with 23g.
Head golf coach Bob Campbell
was enthusiastic about his team's
finish. "The fact we finished fourth .
was gratifying," he Said.' "I was
pleased to say the very least,"
The Bronco's next tournament
is the Idaho Vandal Invitational
which takes place Oct 15-17 in
Lewiston. The tournament is being
hosted by the U ofI Vandals ...
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,BSU's. Bull
hopes to
go pro' after
". ,
·graduation.
by Rob Nesbit
The University News
Larry Bull is a lucky man. A
year ago things didn't look too good.
Bull was walking around campus
with his wrist in a cast and his golf
clubs in the proverbial hall closet
Things were tough for one of Boise
State's top golfers. Today things
· look much better for the young
prodigy. He's fresh off a first place
· finish in the wolfpack classic and
has his eye on a pro eareer, eventu-
ally.
Last September Bull received
the bad news that the bone graft
surgery performed on his wrist
would leave him in a cast until May
of '89. "Sitting outa year watching
everyone play was tough. I didn't
like it," said Bull, a BSU communi-
cation major.
His three-round total of 215
last week in the woIfpack classic
hosted by the University of Ne-
vada-Reno was sweet medicine for
him, though, as it capped a long
, year of rehabilitation. His score
was also good enough for a first
place finish. "It was awesome. It
was nice," said Bull of his win.
He began playing golf at the
age of 13, less .than 11 years ago,
when his father introduced him to
the sport. After going to the links a
_ few times with his dad, Bull fell in
love with the sport. "Golfs my life ..
I live and die for it," Bull said in an
interview at Warm Springs golf
course where he was attempting to
qualify for the next tournamentBSU
· played in over the weekend.
Head coach Bob Campbell said
, he has 10 players on his squad this.
year, and for each tournament he
has each player qualify. He said he
only sends his top five qualifiers to
compete.
CbristineJobosoo; volleyball,
middle blocker, junior. 24 kills
in two matches this past week-
end, including a .556 attack
record against NAU.
. Photo courtesy of The Idaho Slal .. man
BSUstar golfer larry Bull carefully lines up a putt In the 1987 BSUGolf Invitational. Bull
recently took first place at the WrJ Pack Classic In Carson Clly, Nev.
Bull, a recruit of wrestling He proclaims to be self taught,
coach Mike Young who was at one but is quick to give credit to the
time BSU's golf coach is not a community and· in particular to
stranger to winning. While this is Bernice Smith, manager of Warm
his first collegiate title, he has won Springsgolfcourse,forhelpinghim
many other tournaments through- develop into the player he is today.
out his playing days at Caldwell. "Bernice Smith has worked
high school where he won a district .with me a lot and has helped me
and a state title. work my way around the course.. -
keeping my head in the game," Bull
said. .
Bull, on a golf scholarship at
Boise State, hopes his local success
might one daypayoff for him finan-
cially. Currently, he plans to finish
atBoise State and then join thePGA,
to try to make it along the lines of
some of the greats. .
by Margie Geier
The University News
BSlJ junior Larry Bull took
first place in the Wolf Pack Classic
golftournament.Ieading the Bronco
golf team to an outstanding fourth-
place overall finish.
The tournament.held Sept. 27
and 28 in Carson City, Nev., was
sponsored by the University of
Nevada-Reno. Twelve teams par-
ticipated in the two-day tournament
which was won by the University of
Nevada-Reno with 878 strokes.
Second place went to the Univer-
sity of Oregon with 878 strokes,
U.S. International took third with
:900, and the Broncos wrapped up
the fourthspot with 902 strokes.
Ricky HiU; wide receiver, sen-
ior. Fivereceptions foi:74 yards,
including three touchdown
catches in the Bronco's victory
overWe~StatelastSaturday.
The University News
by Rob Nesblt-
The University News
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passes for a whopping 185
yards and a touchdown, and
Ricky Hill hauled in five
passes for 74 yards and three
touchdowns. The threescores
put Hill at a tie for third on
B5.U's all-time list for touch-
down receptions in a single
game.
Although a huge night
offensively for BSU, the de-
fense demands recognition as
well. They held Weber State
to less than zero yards rugh-
ing for the night, at negative
seven. The defense also
dropped Wildcat quarterback
Ryan Schmidt in his own
backfield nine times. Defen-
sive end Erik Helgeson led
theonslaughtwiththreequar-
terback sacks; \
Boise State continues Big
Sky conference play next
weekend when the ldahoState
Bengals visit Bronco Stadium
Oct 7 at 6 p.m.
by Margie Geier
The University News
Virden: a dangerously good player Women's volleyballBroncos win again
Forty of the best amateur baseball
The San Prancisco 4gers an- players in the world, from perhaps
nounced a major overhaul of their 25
offensive line Thursday, including countries, will compete in the first
moving one-time left. tackle Steve WoCld All-Star Game in August.
Wallace to right tackle for Sunday's 1990; at .
gameagaiilsttheLosAngelesRarils, Atlanta's Fulton County Stadium.
and moving both one-time left guard , .The United States will team up with
,GuyMcIntyreandrighttackleHarris Canada,CubaandothersaStheWest
Barton to right guard. Bruce Collie ' .team comprised of. the' Americas,
and Jeff Bregel are out of the guard' against players from the rest of the
positions. ' world. The International Baseball
Association organized the game.
Sabatini out of Fed-
eration Cup
Argentina's Gabriela Sabatini has
withdrawn from competition in the
40-nation Federation Cup, begin" '
ning this weekend in Tokyo. She
said she was too tired to compete.
Thetop-seededU.S. team ofMartina
.Navratilova, Chris Evert, Zina
Garrison and Pam Shriver is to play
Greeceon Monday. Stem Graf is to
lead the West German team.
cPCopyright 1989. USA
TODAY/Apple College
InfCX'mation Network
by Corky Hansen
The University News
Mike Virden's first test
as a starting quarterback for
the Broncos could be looked
upon in many ways. First and
foremG~~ Y!.~en led BSU to
, a win against Weber ~iii~,
41-27. Second, he threw four
touchdown passes, three of
whichcame in an explosive
and decisive third quarter.
And third. Virden played
dangerously in every aspect
of his game, throwing into
covemge on virtually every ,
pass, .running the ball with
wild abandon, and simply re-
fusing to take a sack if at all
possible.
"Mike was at times ef-
fective, and at times. con-
fused,"said Coach Hall of his
quarterback's performance.
An example of Virden's
by Corky Hansen
The University News
The College of Southern Idaho
Invitational cross-country track
meet held at the Twin Falls Golf
Course was a first in a couple of
ways for the Boise State women's
cross-country team. The team tied
for first place and BSU's Jennifer
Beatty, a junior from Arizona, won
the first heat of her career at BSU.
Coach Jim Klein had nothing
butpraiseandoptimism forhis team
and its future. "I was very pleased
with the team's performance,"Klein
said, "This is the first time in three
years that anyone from our team has
beaten Kathy Karpel. I think this
shows that the team is progressing
as a whole. I think this will help the
team as a whole in the future."
National
, . ,
Sports
Briefs
4gers overhaul
offensive line
-i;, Attorney slams IAAF
The attorney for Charlie Francis,
former coach of sprinter Ben
,Johnson, told a government inquiry
Thursday in Toronto that. Francis
.probably will never coach. again
since breaking a "conspiracy of si-
lence" by revealing Johnson's ster-
oids use. Roy McMurtry, criticized
the International Amateur Athletic
Federation forpunishing Francis for
admitting his athletes used steroids.
'I
confusion is the fact that he
threw into double, triple and
sometimes quadruple cover- ,
age throughout the game. He
threw three interceptions as a
result
The fact that he com-
pleted 21 of Mpasses for 326
yards and four touchdowns is
clear indication of his effec-
tiven~. H~'also ignited his
teammates with a j9~ya.-j
. scramble from the pocket
which led to a 14-yard touch-
down pass to Ricky HilI-the
game's first touchdown. On
the scramble, Virden had the
opportunity to cut out of
bounds at the 25-yard lineand
escape a hit by the Wildcat
defense. Instead, he cut back
inside and gained an extra 10
yards on the play.
Two of Virden' s primary
targets put up very impres-
sive statistics. Split-end
Winky White caught nine'
.The.Bmncos came in tied for
first place with Weber State. Both
, teams finished the heat with 34
points. Third place went to Ricks
Junior College which finished with
53 points. CSI, the hot team, did not
qualify with enough runners to earn
a team position.
Individually, Jennifer Beatty
won the race outright with a win-
ning time of 18:24. BSU's Karpel,
a junior from California, came in
second behind Beatty just two sec-
onds off the mark with a time of
18:26.
Weber nailed down the third
and fourth place individual honors.
Other finishers for BSU included
Sara Herman, a freshman from
Arizona, who finished fifth with a
time of 18:53; Christine Olen, a
senior from Boise State who wound
up in 12th place with a time of
Lendl beats Duncan at
Bordeaux
Ivan Lendl beat Lawson Duncan
Thursday, advancing to the quarter-
finals of the $255,000 Passing Shot
tournament at Bordeaux, France.
He beatDuncan6-I, 7-6 (9-7),and
plays Henri Leconte next.
First world all-star'
game planned
gals 14-5, but allowed the Bengals
to come from behind and secure the
win.
------------ While both teams had several
TheBoiseStatevolleyballteam errors, the Broncos played incon-
used their exceptional blocking sistently and failed to contact on
skills to defeat Northern Arizona in their blocks and digs. coach Dar-
three games on Sept. 28. lene Pharmer blames the loss on a
After a mtherlackluster first lot of mental errors.
game which the Broncosfinallywon }'We need to work very hard on ...
15-12, front line .players Sandy mental toughness," she said. "When
Stewart, Kelly Baker and Debbie the pressure was on us we were
Hansiii:::!!! used 21 successful unable to cope."
blocks to hold NAu to an .098 nit- Despite the loss, several Bronco
ling percentage. The Broncos won players ended the night very well
the next two consecutive games 15- statistically. Kelly Baker had 21
10,15-19. kills and 12 digs. Sandy Stewari
Standout players in' Thursday finished with 10 kills, three service
night's match include senior middle aces and five block assists. Christine
blocker Sandy Stewart with II kills, Johnson had 1,3 kills and Allisa
5 blocks and 6 digs; senior middle Victor had six service aces.
blocker Kelly Baker with 12kills,5 The Broncos are now 5-1 in
blocks and 4 <digs; junior middle Big Sky conference play and up to
blocker Christine Johnson with II now had been holding the firstplace
kills; and freshman outside hitter position in the conference. Coach
, Yvette Ybarm with 7 digs. Pharmer is aware that the Broncos
The Broncos were on the road 'need to tighten up their physical ....
Saturday night and suffered their gameandworkontheirmentalgame
first conference loss against the as well. .
IdahoStIlte Bengals. ' According to Pharmer, "If we
. 'Mterwinning the first game haveanyaspiratidilsofwinningthe-
15-10, the Broncos were unable to conference championship, we will
keep up the momentum and lost the have to solve this problem now."
next three games 15-9,15-10, 14- The Broncos playa non-con-
16. In the last game of the mateh the ferencematch against the College
Broncos were out-scoring the Ben- of Idaho in Nampa on Oct 4.
. Earn $$$for Christmas
& have time to studyfpIay!
$6.25/hr
minimum + incentives
Temporary marketing project
(Approximately 4-9 Wks)
Possibility of becoming permanent PIT employment
Ideal for school.
Mon-Fri,3pm-7pm
Optional Saturday 9am-6pm
(Scheduling flexible)
.
We are one of the top 50 national telemarketing firms and are seeking
reliable individuals with strong verbal skills for this positlon,
• Friendly work environment.'
• Extensive paid training.
• Challenging work on national accounts ..
·EXCELLENT FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Conveniently located near Towne Square MalL
Call between 9am-5pm
327-1702
October 2....•198.9 . . . .. •.. .........•.•. .,... '. . . .t. .. T..'heR•.... ..1 .••.•••.••..•••. pall ·IWIP ·.·1r~·_.- _. - .-- - -' '. - - _. - - - ---~ ~........... -._ ..~ . ~
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Lesla- You mean the world to me.
I love you--Danny.
Help wanted. Direct Sales to Local Boise C@:!I
business accounts. Sales Experience required. . <, 'J}\' '.'
Flexible hours-Commission sales--start immedi-
ately. Call __ -::::--7:s----r;:s.*-------'~
454-1904 between 6:30 am - 8:30 am.
e .• -•••••••••••••••••••••••••· '.• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
I.' • •• •• •
eo ."• •.•...................•. '.....
Bienvenue a' Boise, Everest et Jennings
Help wanted. Now accepting applications for
Mascott
8-12 hrs per week at $4 an hr. a.m., p.m. cooks Ff ,
or PT $4.50 an hr, D.O.E. Apply M-F 8-10 a.rn. or
'-2-4 p.m. Ask for John or Rob at Red Robin, 211 E.
Park Center Blvd.
For Sale. Tired of Just an AM-FM Radio in your
car?
Ron 342-4230.
For Sale. Cheaper than Rent! 2 bdrm, 14x70
mobile home. 8000 Manassas, Boise. Call 888-
2627 for details or showing ..
For Sale. Dorm Fridge $75.00344-9327
It is True ...Jeeps for $44 through Goverment?
Call for facts! 1-312-742-1142 Ext 9445A.
Needed: 100 people seriously interested in los-
ing
1O-29Ibs. in the next 30 days. Call Andy 323-9095.
Control your appetite and lose weight the healthy
way. For more information, call Chris at 323-9095.
Looking for individuals to participate on a panel
regarding AIDS and the college student. If you or
anyone you know is interested in participating,
contact the student activities offiee at 385-1223.
Want to be a community volunteer? Come to
organizational meeting of: WORLDSTUDENT
'.' SERVICE CORPS. Hear about WSSC summer
service project in Guatemala. Discussion' about
community service projects in Boise. Location:
Teton Room. Thursday, Oct. 5, 7 p.m. All wel-
come.
/IIrain.'
ran by
Jim
McColly
1. ~o",'c. kl\oW w\o,..~ ~o",,", b~"\'''~il\,Mr. MoClol\oo!.6,
'c....t 'W" o.rhrit.S looK Ii\::(. t\.. 'rt c.lo"ti. uli\:..k~r.
free Money. ~~~
~ AMQllIlI Q.EAllllli.E
AMERICAN SOCiETY \2501 $500 10/25/89
Of ACCOUNTANTS,
BOISE CHAPTER
PRESBYTERIAN \2.>00 NONE
HOSPITAL OF·
DALLAS
CANDIDATES MUST BE
ACCOUNnNG SroOENTS
AND 8E AT lEAST A JUNIOR.
HAVE A 3.0 GPA AND'IN NEED
Of ANANCIM ASSISlANCE.
APPLICANTS MUSl BE
PURSUING ASSOC. o~
~~CCAL~~2~:'.~~·~;~iuE
:~:';';;'iiEO·HEALTH FlEW OR
NURSING PROGRAM. MUST
COMMIJ TO WORK AT
PREsaffiRIAN HOSPITAL
OF OAllAS FOR EAC" YEAR
SCHOLARSHIPl$ RECEIVEO.
APPLiCANTS MUST 8E
PURSUING CAREERS IN
HUMANISTIC T£ACH;NG.
MUST 8E A SENIOR WHO
HAS NOT B~GUN GRAD
WORK.
MELLON
FEllOWSHIP
\10,OOOPWS
PAYMENT OF
TUITION AND
FEES TO GRAD
SCHOOL OF
CHOICE.
Infofmotion on Iho scholo/ships listed abovo is provided by tne BSU Financial Aid cutcc and ere printed hera
as a serv-ce 10students. For mom information on triose OM olhc, rococlc! aid, cootcct tho financial AId
omce. Administration Building. Room 117.
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